








Falling Petals

e technique we call the "trump card" is thought to be inherently related to a certain kind of 
necromancy.

It imbues the human body with an inhuman entity. So far, we have summoned the following 
fairies: Yuuna-san's Ichimokuren, Chikage-san's Shichinin Misaki, Tamacchi-sempai's Wanyudo, 
and Wakaba-san's Yoshitsune. Each of them has aspects of demons or vengeful spirit. Yoshitsune 
is renowned as a hero, but there are also legends of him becoming a vengeful spirit, cursing his 
elder brother Yoritomo to death.

SSupernatural phenomena like séances and spirit possession have existed in human culture from 
time immemorial. Shamans. Blind spirit mediums. Animists. Polytheists. Such practitioners 
would evoke the inhuman into their own bodies. ere are also phenomena of inugami or kitsune 
possession. Each with their own dangers. Inugami and kitsune possession were said to be curses.

e boundary between human and inhuman sometimes becomes blurred. In Japanese mythology, 
the Chibiki no Ishi (ousand-Lugged Stone) placed at Yomotsu Hirasaka is known as one such 
boundary. Using the trump card is akin to soaking half your body beyond the boundary, and 
thus--

AAnzu thought to herself at her desk in her room as she scribbled things like "Fairies = vengeful 
spirits? Dangers of the trump card" in her notebook. She had been studying for mathematics, but 
ended up getting distracted. She was worried about the other day when Tamako said something 
felt weird about her body.

Apparently Tamako had been feeling some discomfort ever since her second trump card use.

(We have been told that the trump card was dangerous...)

"Heyyyy! Anzuuu!"

AAs if to interrupt Anzu's thoughts, the door suddenly opened and Tamako entered the room. Anzu 
closed her notebook in a hurry.

"Oh, you're studying?"

"No, I was just about done. I thought it was about time I went to sleep."

Anzu tried to pretend everything was normal as she shook her head. She didn't want to say 
anything to agitate Tamako's anxiety.

"Oh, okay. en Tama's gonna sleep with you too!"

""Tamacchi-sempai, I think you're just about the only one who can eagerly announce they're going 
to sleep like that."

Anzu smiled wryly.
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"Man, it's April already and yet the mood's just not right for ower viewing."

"True. It's such a pity seeing as how the sakura blossoms are so beautiful around Marugame 
Castle."

Marugame Castle was a famous sakura viewing location. Now that April had come along, the 
seven hundred sakura trees of Kameyama Park within the castle grounds were beautifully in 
bloom.

""Let's sweep away those pesky Vertexes and go view the hell out of those owers! It'd be too much 
to tama take if we just let all those petals fall."

"Yeah. But if we're going to go ower viewing, we need to prepare a picnic. What should we 
make?"

"Anzu, you can cook?"

"As long as it's something simple. If we're going to go ower viewing, we might as well prepare 
something ourselves rather than get something ready-made."

"Al"Alrighty! In that case, Tama will catch sh in the nearby river and cut out their little tama 
tummies! I'll show you the deliciousness of freshly cooked sh!"

"Somehow that doesn't seem quite right for ower viewing..."

"But why not? It's fun."

"Yeah."

Anzu nodded with a smile.

 
IIn the classroom the next day, Tamako and Anzu discussed holding a ower viewing party with 
the others.

"Sounds fun! Let's do it! Let's do it!"

"Yes, that sounds good. We simply cannot stay in Marugame Castle and NOT go ower viewing."

Yuuna and Anzu seemed on-board. Wakaba nodded too, saying "Not bad. Sounds like a good way 
to relax."

""But... we don't know when the Vertexes are coming... Is it really okay for us... to let our guard 
down like that...?"

Chikage objected.

But Yuuna simply pinched Chikage's cheeks to make her relax her tensed face.
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"L-lleggo mah heeks..."

"Gun-chan, you look too serious. What's wrong with a little ower viewing!? I wanna go ower 
viewing with you, Gun-chan."

Yuuna said that before letting go of Chikage's cheeks.

"... Well, if you say so, Takashima-san..."

Chikage nodded in resignation as she rubbed her reddened cheeks.

""Okay, then once our next Vertex battle's over, let's go ower viewing to celebrate!! I suddenly feel 
pumped up!"

Tamako cheerfully raised her hands in the air.

Planning a victory celebration before the battle might seem hasty, but victory was the only option 
afforded to the heroes either way.

Anzu gazed outside the classroom window down below to the sakura trees blooming in the 
Marugame Castle grounds.

""Hopefully we can go ower viewing soon..."

For owers' lives are short.

So before they fall--

 
at evening. e forestization warning sound rang from the heroes' smartphones.
 

AAs they donned their battle garments, the heroes stood upon the vegetation-covered land of 
Shikoku. From beyond the Seto Inland Sea-- from outside the barrier, they say the Vertexes 
advance.

"Oh, seems kinda wimpy for 'unprecedented circumstances'."

Tamako slumped her shoulders at the anticlimactic turn of events.

e enemies probably numbered less than a thousand. e heroes had claimed victory against 
larger numbers in the "Battle of Marugame Castle".

""Don't let your guard down, Tamako. It's easy to slip up while under a false sense of security."
"Yeah yeah. You gotta lighten up, Wakaba."

Despite her lax demeanor, Tamako held her bladed yo-yo close.
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e snow and erce cold shot from the crossbow towards the giant Vertex. is time, the attack 
wasn't wide-reaching, but rather focused on one point, and was thus much more intense. Several 
common Vertexes that were near the scorpion were frozen by the sheer cold of the shockwaves 
and shatttered.

However--

e scorpion-type Vertex was completely unaffected. Its body was merely coated in snow, its body 
unfrozen.

""No way...!"

Shock spread across Anzu's face.

e next moment, the scorpion's tail swung down at Anzu, its sharp needle threatening to skewer 
the girl.

"Wah!?"

Anzu dodged by a hair's breadth, jumping backwards to distance herself rom the enemy.

(e fairy's power was ineffective...? en how do we...!?)
  
In the meantime, other common Vertexes began to fuse.

Tamako, Wakaba, Yuuna, and Chikage were each about to be attacked by evolved Vertexes, albeit 
ones smaller than the scorpion-type.

"Khh...!"

"is is bad, Wakaba-chan! If this many evolve at once...!"

Wakaba and Yuuna fought desperately, but the situation was clearly unfavorable.

"I'"I'll use... a trump card...!"

e quickest to make that decision was Chikage.

"Please wait, Chikage-san!!"

Ignoring Anzu's call for her to stop, Chikage activated a trump card. Chikage's hero garments 
transformed and she appeared in seven places at once. It was the power of the Shichinin Misaki.
At that signal, the other girls began activating trump cards one by one.

"You have to adapt to circumstances. ere's no time to hesitate!"

"... "... Yeah!"

Wakaba and Yuuna imbued their bodies with Yoshitsune and Ichimokuren respectively.
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Anzu had lost consciousness when she struck the ground.

"Anzu!! Wake up!"

Tamako called out to her, but she wouldn't open her eyes.

"Dammit...!"

e scorpion-type Vertex hadn't lost sight of them. It approached them with its sights set and 
swung down its tail once more.

""Damn itttttt!"

Without Wanyudo's power, Tamako could only transform her normal-sized bladed yo-yo into 
shield form to defend against the tail needle.

"Ghh, uughh...!"

e giant Vertex's attack was intense, nearly blowing her back. But it wasn't satised with just one 
attack. It relentlessly stabbed with its tail needle over and over again. It was lled with the simple 
tenacity to kill.

CClang!

Clang!!

Clang!!!

"Ughhhhh...!"

With each intense blow, Tamako clenched her teeth and steeled her feet to bear it.

Clang!

Clang! Clang!! Clang!!!

""Uuuuaaaaahh...!!"

With every blocked blow, Tamako felt as if every bone in her body was shattering. Her feet sunk 
into the ground. She could hear her arms grinding inside.

But nevertheless, Tamako would not run away.

As she stood with her bladed yo-yo in shield form, behind her was Anzu, passed out. If Tamako 
stopped defending against the attacks, Anzu would be pierced by the tail needle.

"... Ugh... Ta-Tamacchi... sempai...?"
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When Anzu nally came to, she saw a terric sight before her eyes. e scorpion relentlessly striking 
its tail, and Tamako protecting her from it.

"Y-you awake...!?"

"Tamacchi-sempai...?"

"Hurry, run away... Anzu...!"

"What are you saying!? Tamacchi-sempai, you need to run away!"

BBut as she blocked the scorpion Vertex's attacks with her bladed yo-yo shield, Tamako simply shook 
her head.

"Tama... can't..."

"Why not...!?"

"ese attacks... have numbed my legs...! Maybe... shattered my bones even... I can't move...!"

"...!"

Anzu was at a loss for words.

MMeanwhile, the scorpion tail continued to bore away at Tamako's bladed yo-yo.

"At the very least... you need to run away, Anzu...!!"

"I can't! How can I!?"

"At this rate...! We'll both die...!"

"No! No, can't be! ere's still something, anything we can do...!"

Something similar had happened before. Tamako had gotten injured protecting Anzu from a Vertex 
attack.

NNo matter what happened, Tamako always protected Anzu even if it meant harm came to her instead.

Anzu couldn't just leave her alone and escape by herself.

"Anzu... you're so stubborn...!"

Tamako's bladed yo-yo began to crack under the stress of the repeated scorpion tail strikes.

"I don't care! I won't ever desert you!"

Anzu stood up and readied her crossbow.

(Anzu... Just run already...!)
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Anzu stubbornly stood in place and red arrows at the giant Vertex.

But the arrows merely stuck into the surface of the enemy's body, dealing no signicant visible damage 
whatsoever.

(If you won't run away... then I've got no choice but to protect you...!)

e tail needle attacks further intensied. e force of each individual attack increased and the time 
between attacks shortened as well.

CClang!!

Clang!!

If she were an ordinary girl, Tamako's small body would've been torn to shreds with just a single attack.

(But I'll still protect her...!!)

e shock from each attack shook her brain, clouding her consciousness.

She felt as if each bone in her body broke, her muscles tore, her internal organs ruptured, her innards 
turned to mush.

((But I'll still protect her...!!)

She could no longer even tell if she was still standing.

She could no longer tell if her body was still in a humanoid shape.

(I'll protect her...!)

And yet Tamako continued to protect Anzu from the tail needle attacks.

e crack in her bladed yo-yo widened.

(I won't let you... touch a hair on Anzu's head...!)

PProtect Anzu-- that was above all else, the Tamako's top priority.

(Tama's bladed yo-yo is... "Kamuyatatehime" [Divine house shield]...!)

e spiritual power imbued in her bladed yo-yo was called as such by miko.

Kamuyatatehime was the very concept of a "shield" formed by the aggregate god of the land god kings.

Due to Tamako's personality, she had been using her weapon offensively.

But its original nature-- was a shield.

Not a weapon for offense, but a guard for defense.
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A sacred treasure that seemed to embody the desire "to protect Anzu".

(Tama is a shield! Anzu's shield...! So please, let me protect her...!)

Under the protection of Tamako's shield, Anzu kept ring arrows with her crossbow.

e golden arrows pierced into the Vertex.

(Even if each single shot is ineffective... as long as I keep attacking, then...!)

e name of the spiritual power imbued in Anzu's crossbow was "Kinkyusen" (golden bow and arrow).

AAccording to legend, a single shot of the golden bow and arrow could shatter the bedrock of a cave. It was a 
weapon with that much destructive force.

It was truly a strange situation indeed.

e rambunctious, aggressive Tamako was given a defensive shield. e docile, introverted Anzu was given a 
destructive bow and arrow.

But perhaps in some sense each weapon matched its owner's inner feelings.

Tamako wanted to protect Anzu.

AAnzu wanted to be strong like Tamako.

In that sense, giving Tamako a defensive weapon and Anzu an offensive weapon was appropriate for their 
individual desires.

(If Tamacchi-sempai's going to protect me... en I'll defeat the enemy for her!)

Anzu red shot at the scorpion-type Vertex with golden arrows which could shatter stone.
 
But their hopes and desires were meaningless before the overwhelming might.
  
e crack in Tamako's shield widened.

e arrows from Anzu's bow were ineffective.

And nally-- the shield shattered.

"Ah..."

e Vertex's tail needle pierced Tamako's abdomen.

e needle then skewered Anzu behind her as well.

""Agh, aagghhhhhhhhh!?"

A scream leaked out of Tamako's mouth.

Not from pain, but from the despair of failing to protect Anzu.

e thick needle was piercing through Tamako's abdomen. She turned around. ere she saw Anzu, pierced in 
the chest. e light was already gone from her eyes.
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